
CONCERNING THE PHONETICS

For those who want to be technical!

The obstruent sj^stem of Tlingit has eight posi-
tions, including two color-modified positions:
/t, c, c,x, k, k, kw, kw/. There is a five

-

way manner contrast between plain stop (unas-
pirated and unglottalized but sometimes slightly
voiced), aspirated stop, glottalized stop, plain
fricative and glottalized fricative: /g, k, k^,

X, xV-

The following table presents the total array of

segmental phonemes (8 vowels and 43 conso-
nants), together with the orthographical symbols
used for the phonemes throughout this book:
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In addition there are two contrasting tones on
stressed syllables /\ ^ /

.

Sub-phonemic variations are at a minumum;
the phonemic symbols naay be taken as repre-
sentative of the phonetic values also.



CONCERNING THE SPELLING

Each letter in the alphabet is meant to repre-
sent one sound and always the same sound. It

does not vary as some of the letters do in the
English alphabet; for example, "g" is always
pronounced as in the English word "gun" or as
in the Tlingit word g^w (drum) and never as in

the English word "gin."

Concerning the Consonants

1. Those which can be considered the same as
in English. The same symbols are used in

both languages:

Tlingit example English example

(new, young) yellow
(cow) watch
(water, river) heel
(cat) doom
(thread) tugboat
(belt) seed
(dream) juice
(spoon) shop
(storehouse) chop
(kelp) geese
(killerwhale) keel
(shoreline) needle

2. Those which are similar to English sounds.
The nearest English letters are used:

dz as in dzfeit (ladder, dock) is similar to
the dz in the English word "adze, " but

can occur at the beginning of words, which it

does not do in English.
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ts as in ts^ek (barbecue) is the same as the
ts in the English word *'cats/' but again

it can occur at the beginning of words, whereas
ts never does in English.

1 as in I6in (tidal flats). The tongue is in

the same position as for the English
sound 1, but there is more breathiness in the
Tlingit sound.

tl as in doo tMh (his mother) is similar to

the cl in the English word '^clause/'

dl as in dlfeit (snow^ white) is similar to

the gl in the English word '^glaze.'^

(In these last two, the tongue is actually in the
position for the t and d before the 1 is sound-
ed.)

3. Those which are quite different from any
English sounds.

These are most easily described in terms of

certain phonetic features they have in common.

First of all, though, there is one basically dif-

ferent sound, viz: x as in Tlingit x6en (blue-
bottle fly) and k6ox (rice). This is the sound
which occurs in Scottish loch (lake) or German
ich (I),

Backing A series of sounds are made further
back in the mouth than any English

sounds. This backing is indicated by underlin-
ing the letter concerned:

g g^ch (rug)

li Jidh (person, man)
^ x^t (salmon)



In the following pairs, the contrast in spelling

reflects this contrast between '^normal" g, k

and X and the further back ('Meeper'^ or ^'more
guttural") ones:

gboch
gboch



Catch -in -the -breath Fourteen sounds in Tlin-
git are made with a small

catch in the breath. This catch-in-the-breath
is indicated by the apostrophe (') after the letter
concerned:

t' t'^esh (tanning frame)
s' s'feek (black bear)
k' k'eelj^h (storm wind)
1' Vie (blanket)
x' x'eeshih (bucket)

ch' ch'^en (hair ribbon)
ts' ts'eigeenei (magpie)
tl' tl'feex (dust, dirt, fluff)

(Since backing, lip-rounding and this small
catch-in-the-breath can all occur at once, note
the variety of combinations in these examples: )

k' k'ut^il (pitcher)

x' x'uyfeit (tableware)
k'w k'wut' (egg)

x'w x'wun (boots, footwear)

k'w k'wutl (pot)

x'w x'wat' (trout)

Here are a few examples of the contrast be-
tween sounds with and without the catch-in-the-
breath:

t hft (house)

t' sft' (glacier)

s tus (thread)

s' wds' (bush)

k doo k^k (his uncle)

k' doo k4k' (his forehead)
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In arriving at this selection of vowel symbols,
we charted those chosen by folks in response to

a questionnaire we circulated and were influ-

enced by this. Being used to the English system
of spelling vowels, which changes so much from
one word to another, certainly makes it a little

harder at the beginning to adjust to having al-

ways the same symbol for the same sound, but
in the end this makes for easier and, of course,
more reliable reading.

The one-letter vowels in Tlingit seem to be
harder to read at the end of words, so the let-

ter h has been added to make them easier:

i ut shfh (Touch it!)

hM kutfh (Bring it! -

round object)

e kusn^h (knitting)

ut kut6h (bullet)

o doo sut6h (his voice)

doo 16h (his nose)

a shah (women)
6onah (gun, rifle)

u doo shuh (his head)
doo yuh (his face)

Tlingit has no groups of vowels like the English
diphthongs. It does have a few series of sounds,
made up of a vowel plus w or y, which are
rather like the English diphthongs. For instance,

notice that the sound in the English word "tie^*

is a glide from "a" to "y^' (try saying it real

slow!). So in Tlingit this sound is written with
the symbols of the two parts put together, that

is, ^*a'^ plus *'y/' ^s in t^y (field, garden), which
rhymes with the English word '^tie."



Other similar sequences are as follows:

s6ew (rain) nbow (fortified place)

r^iw (sand) n^w (liquor)

dl'feey (meat) ydy (whale)

When two vowels occur within a word with a

slight pause between them, this is shown by a

period:

wu.^h (you) awsi.^e (he cooked it)

na.dt (clothes) awu.iix (he heard it)

Slight pause may also occur within a word, fol-

lowing a consonant. This is also shown by the

period:

kunus.'kt (spider) (also kunus.ad^e in some
dialects)

Danul.^1 (Kagwantan man's name)

This period is also used where the letters s

and h would otherwise come next to each other
and so be read as the conabination sh (as in

ship); for exanaple:

yux kunus.hiih (Spread it out!)

adui nus.hiih (Rub it off!

)

nus.hM (Carry it! --heavy object
carried in both hands)

This occurrence of s and h next to each other
is uncommon, being mainly caused by impera-
tives of h-initial verb stems.

Tone (pitch, stress and accent )

There are some pairs of words that are very
much alike in Tlingit The only difference is

in the accent, that is, the pitch of the voice is



high in one word and low in the other. This is

indicated by the accent mark, which is the short
sloping line written over the vowel, sloping UP
when the pitch of the voice is high and DOWN
when it is low.

The following are



There are a few pairs of words which differ

only in the syllable on which the stress comes:

ut sh^eyee (choir)

ut sheeyee (limb of a tree)

doo t^yee (his garden)
ts^h tay^e (seal blubber)

sh^iyee (spruce)
ut sheiy^e (its blood)

It will be noticed that the pitch of the voice falls

in the first example of each pair and rises in

the second.
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